ABOKO-COLE, WHITNEY
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HUNTSVILLE
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-7900
WHITNEY.ABOKO-COLE@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

ABRAMS, JOSEPH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH ST, SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JOSEPH.ABRAMS@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

ADAMS, JOSEPH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: OZARK, NEWTON, PINCKARD, GRIMES, NAPIER FIELD, CLIO, BLUE SPRINGS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: NEWTON, CLIO
P O BOX 1487
OZARK, AL 36361
334-774-5533
JOE@JOEADAMSLAW.ORG

ADCOCK, CHRISTINA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE COUNTY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
205 GOVERNMENT STREET, 10TH FLOOR
MOBILE, AL 36602
251-689-4922
CHRISTINA.ADCOCK@MOBILECOUNTYAL.GOV
ALEXANDER, WAYNE 'CHIP'
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DECATUR
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 488
DECATUR, AL 35602
256-341-4516
WKALEXANDER@DECATUR-AL.GOV

ALLEN, RONALD
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: OXFORD, OHATCHEE, PIEDMONT
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: OHATCHEE
P O BOX 36
ANNISTON, AL 36207
257-236-5063
RON@ANNISTONOXFORDLAWYERS.COM

ALVES, SHAWN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: LOXLEY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 9
LOXLEY, AL 36551
251-626-6696
SALVES@STONECROSBY.COM

ANDERSON, ALLEN L
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: AMIC
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
213 GREENE ST NE
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35801
256-536-0095
ANDERSON@FB-PC.COM

BARNARD, JULIE
PRINCIPAL ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JULIE.BARNARD@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
BASCHAB-HASLACKER, MARY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CHEROKEE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
503 W STATE ST.
SUITE A2
MUSCLE SHOALS, AL 35661
251-487-9750
BASCHABHASLACKERLAW@GMAIL.COM

BASGIER, JOSEPH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH ST. Ste. 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JOSEPH.BASGIER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

BEARDEN, RICK
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: TRUSSVILLE, TRAFFORD, ARGO
1780 GADSDEN HIGHWAY
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35235
205-838-9000
RBEARDEN@MSNATTORNEYS.COM

BELL, LANCE
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: PELL CITY
1905 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
PELL CITY, AL 35125
205-338-7273
LANCE@TFRBF.COM

BELLINGER, STACY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
103 N PERRY ST. SUITE 200
MONTGOMERY, AL 36104
334-625-2050
SBELLINGER@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV
BERSON, MICHAEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BAYOU LA BATRE, MT VERNON, FOLEY, DAPHNE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
11 N WATER STREET,
SUITE 23200
MOBILE, AL 36602
251-433-3234
MICHAEL.BERSON@ARLAW.COM

BISHOP, DRU
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-6208
DRU.BISHOP@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

BLACK, SHANE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ATHENS. PINSON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
102 S JEFFERSON STREET
ATHENS, AL 35611
256-232-0202
SBLACK@HANDFIRM.COM

BLAIR, EDDIE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
EDDIE.BLAIR@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

BLALOCK, POLLY
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HUNTSVILLE
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-7900
POLLY.BLALOCK@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV
BLANKENSHIP, LUCIEN  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: FAIRFIELD  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
1117 22ND ST. SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205  
205-458-1145  
LUCIENBB@BELLSOUTH.NET  

BLANKENSHIP, PATRICE  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: FAIRFIELD, LIPSCOMB  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
2604 TORONTO CIRCLE  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35211  
205-243-4761  
TRICE3@BELLSOUTH.NET  

BLOCKER, WALTER  
PROSECUTOR  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HOMEWOOD  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
1740 OXMOOR RD.  
SUITE 220  
HOMEWOOD, AL 35209  
205-879-9595  
Wlb3IAW@gmail.com  

BLYTHE, DERRICK  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ROCKFORD  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
151 ALABAMA ST  
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010  
256-2234-4101  
DERRICKBLYTHE1@GMAIL.COM  

BOARDMAN, MARK  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CHELSEA  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
400 BOARDMAN DRIVE  
MONTGOMERY, AL 35043  
205-678-8000  
MBOARDMAN@BOARDMANCARR.COM
BOBITT, THOMAS  
DEPUTY ATTORNEY  
**Municipality Represented as Attorney:** TUSCALOOSA  
**Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:**  
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD  
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401  
205-248-5140  
TBOBITT@TUSCALOOSA.COM

BOONE, PATRICK H  
ATTORNEY  
**Municipality Represented as Attorney:** VESTAVIA HILLS  
**Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:**  
215 RICHARD ARRINGTON JR. BLVD.N  
SUITE 705  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35003  
205-324-2018  
PATRICKBOONE@BELLSOUTH.NET

BOOTHE, BART  
ATTORNEY  
**Municipality Represented as Attorney:** ELBA, ASHFORD, KINSEY  
**Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:**  
P O BOX 7001  
DOTHAN, AL 36302  
334-897-3413  
BART@BARTBOOTHELAW.COM

BOUSTANI, JOCELYN  
ATTORNEY  
**Municipality Represented as Attorney:** HUNTSVILLE  
**Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:**  
P O BOX 308  
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804  
256-427-5026  
JOCELYN.BOUSTANI@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

BRAKEFIELD, JAMES C  
ATTORNEY  
**Municipality Represented as Attorney:** DORA  
**Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:**  
P O BOX 748  
JASPER, AL 35502  
205-387-2171  
JBRAKEFIELD@JACKSONANDFIKES.COM
BRAMER, JEFF
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOUNTAIN BROOK
1 PERIMETER PKWY SOUTH
1 PERIMETER PARK S, SUITE 100N
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35243
205-777-7658
JEFF@BRAMERLAW.COM

BRASHER, LAUREN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: IRONDALE, HOOVER
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
800 SHADES CREEK PKWY.
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209
205-874-0326
LBRASHER@WALLACEJORDAN.COM

BREWER, HERBIE
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SUMITON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: SUMITON
301 N WALSTON BRIDGE RD
SUITE 102
JASPER, AL 35504
205-384-1411
HERBIEBREWER@Bellsouth.net

BROWN, BEN
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: EAST BREWTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: EAST BREWTON
P O BOX 2010
EAST BREWTON, AL 36427
251-867-4091
BBROWN@FRONTIERNET.NET
BRUMLOW, JEFF
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ALABASTER
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
137 MAIN STREET
SUITE 202
TRUSSVILLE, AL 35173
205-661-3643
JBRUMLOW@BRUMLOWLEGAL.COM

BRYMER, MICHAEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ARGO, TARRANT, TRAFFORD, MORRIS, TRUSSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1780 GADSDEN HWY
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35244
205-838-9000
MBRYMER@MSNATTORNEYS.COM

BURRELL, CHRISTOPHER
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: TARRANT
P O BOX 1451
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35201
205-202-5599
CB@CBURRELLGROUP.COM

BYBEE, MIKE
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: GARDENDALE
1309 DECATUR HIGHWAY
GARDENDALE, AL 35071
205-631-7155
mbybee1@bellsouth.net

CADE-SPEARMAN, LARESHA
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
LARESHA.CADE@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
CAMPBELL, NASH
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CHICKASAW, DAUPHIN ISLAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: DAUPHIN ISLAND
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
NASH.CAMPBELL@ARLAW.COM

CAMPBELL, ROBERT C
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DAUPHIN ISLAND, CHICKSAW, SATSUMA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
BOB.CAMPBELL@ARLAW.COM

CASH, BRIAN
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: CENTER POINT
2209 CENTER POINT PARKWAY
CENTER POINT, AL 35215
205-328-4100
BCASH@SPAIN-GILLON.COM

CATES, MARY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
MARY.CATES@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

CHANDLER, SAMANTHA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
SAMANTHA.CHANDLER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
CHESHIRE, CHARLIE H
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: TUSCALOOSA
2201 UNIVERISTY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
HCHESHIRE@TUSCALOOSA.COM

CHRISTENSEN, ANNE
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ANDALUSIA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
807 EAST THREE NOTCH STREET
ANDALUSIA, AL 36420
334-222-7118
CHRISTENSEN.ATTORNEYS@GMAIL.COM

CHRISTENSEN, MARK JOHN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ANDALUSIA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
807 E. THREE NOTCH ST
ANDALUSIA, AL 36420
334-222-7118
CHRISTENSEN.ATTORNEYS@GMAIL.COM

CLAY, STEPHEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: AUBURN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
310 SAMFORD VILLAGE CT
STE 200
AUBURN, AL 36830
334-501-2985
STEPHEN@DAVIDSONUMBACH.COM
CLEMENETE, HOLLY
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
HOLLY.CLEMENTE@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

COCHRAN, WANDA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ORANGE BEACH
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ORANGE BEACH
P O BOX 458
ORANGE BEACH, AL 36561
251-981-6779
WCOCHRAN@ORANGEBEACHAL.GOV

COLLINS-HARRIS, IVY
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MONTGOMERY
P O BOX 1111
MONTGOMERY, AL 36101
334-625-2050
ICOLLINSHARRIS@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV

COLVIN, WHITT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOUNTAIN BROOK, FULTONDALE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
1910 FIRST AVENUE NORTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-251-2881
WCOLVIN@BISHOPCOLVIN.COM

COOPER, LAWRENCE
CHIEF ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH ST
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
LAWRENCE.COOPER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
COPELAN, SAMANTHA
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: AUBURN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: AUBURN
310 SAMFORD VILLAGE CT
SUITE 200
AUBURN, AL 36830
334-501-2985
SAMANTHA@DAVIDSONUMBACH.COM

COPELAND, SUSAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: PIKE ROAD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2051 ZELDA ROAD
MONTGOMERY, AL 36106
334-270-0020
SUSANC@FULLERCOPELAND.COM

CORLEY, JR, PHILLIP D
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HOOVER, IRONDALE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
800 SHADES CREEK PKWY.
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209
205-874-0335
PCORLEY@WALLACEJORDAN.COM

COTTER, III, RAINER
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ENTERPRISE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 310910
ENTERPRISE, AL 36331
334-347-2626
RRC@ENTERPRISELAWYERS.COM

CRUMMIE, KATRIESA
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MOBILE
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7560
KATRIESA.CRUMMIE@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG
CUNNINGHAM, FELECIA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BRIGHTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
3700 MAIN STREET
BRIGHTON, AL 35020
205-424-0069
FDCUNNIN@AOL.COM

CUNNINGHAM, CHRIS
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: NORTHPORT
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
3500 MCFARLAND BLVD
NORTHPORT, AL 35476
205-339-7000, EX 238
CCUNNINGHAM@CITYOFNORTHPORT.ORG

CURENTON, JR, JAMES
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SUMMERDALE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1435
FAIRHOPE, AL 36533
251-232-7708
JIM@CURENTONLAW.COM

DANIELSON, APRIL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: IRONDALE, HOOVER
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
800 SHADES CREEK PKWY.
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209
205-874-0386
ADANIELSON@WALLACEJORDAN.COM

DAVIDSON, RICK
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: AUBURN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
310 SAMFORD VILLAGE CT.
SUITE 200
AUBURN, AL 36830
334-501-2985
RICK@DAVIDSONUMBACH.COM
DAVIS, RONALD
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: NORTHPORT
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
3500 MCFARLAND BLVD
NORTHPORT, AL 35476
205-339-7000
RDAVIS@CITYOFNORTHPORT.ORG

DAVIS, KACEY
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: WOODSTOCK
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: WEST BLOCTON
P O BOX 65
WOODSTOCK, AL 35188
205-938-2024
KDAVIS@DOWNS-ASSOCIATES.COM

DAWKINS, BLAIR
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-7900
ELIZABETH.DAWKINS@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

DINNING, JR, WOODFORD W
ATTORNEY, JUDGE
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SWEET WATER, THOMASTON, FAUNSDALE, FORKLAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O DRAWER 740
DEMOPOLIS, AL 36732
334-289-0556
WWDJR@LDLLC.COM

DOWNS, BOOZER
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: WOODSTOCK
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: WOODSTOCK
P O BOX 65
WOODSTOCK, AL 35188
205-938-2024
BDOWNS@DOWNS-ASSOCIATES.COM
DUNGAN, PATRICK
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DAPHNE, BAYOU LA BATRE, MT VERNON, MCINTOSH, CITRONELLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
PATRICK.DUNGAN@ARLAW.COM

DUNSMORE, DEBORAH
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: SCOTTSBORO
114 S BROAD STREET
SCOTTSBORO, AL 35768
256-574-9999
DEB@DUNSMOREBENSON.COM

EDMONDS, RODNEY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ARAB
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ARAB
321 BLOUNT AVE
GUNTERSVILLE, AL 35976
256-582-2520
RODNEY@MCEDLAW.COM

EDWARDS, JUSTIN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: WETUMPKA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
109 E BRIDGE ST
WETUMPKA, AL 36092
334-514-1011
JUSTIN@RBELEFIRM.COM

EKDAHL, BRAD
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: PRATTVILLE
101 W MAIN STREET
PRATTVILLE, AL 36067
334-595-0451
CHARLOTTE-GRIFITH@PRATTVILLEAL.GOV
ENGLAND, CHRISTOPHER
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
CENGLAND@TUSCALOOSA.COM

ESCOTT, ANIYA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
ANIYA.ESCOTT@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

EVANS, RODERICK
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HOOVER, IRONDALE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
800 SHADES CREEK PKWY
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209
205-874-0349
REVANS@WALLACEJORDAN.COM

FLIEGEL, MICHAEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
MIKE.FLIEGEL@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
FOSTER, ALAN
SENIOR ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
ALAN.FOSTER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

FULLER, JACOB
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SEMMES
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1706 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
334-657-3735
JACOB@FULLERLAW.US

FULLERTON, FREDRIC
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH ST, SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
FREDRIC.FULLERTON@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

FUNDBURG, ERSKINE
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MARGARET
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MARGARET
1905 1ST AVE SOUTH
PELL CITY, AL 35125
205-338-7273
erskine@tfrbf.com

GIBBS, KENNETH
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: COOSADA
5800 COOSADA ROAD
COOSADA, AL 36020
334-782-1722
KEGUSTICE4ALL@YAHOO.COM
GIBSON, GRANT
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7272
GRANT.GIBSON@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

GOLDMAN, BEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MULGA, CORDOVA, INDICAN SPRINGS VILLAGE, LAKE VIEW
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1801 5TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-502-0142
BGOLDMAN@HANDFIRM.COM

GOSSETT, MATTHEW
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOODY, SPRINGVILLE, ASHVILLE, RAGLAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2603 MOODY PARKWAY,
SUITE 200
MOODY, AL 35004
205-640-2000
MATTGOSSETT@HHGLAWGROUP.COM

GRAY, JEFF
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GENEVA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MADISON
P O BOX 224
GENEVA, AL 36340
334-248-6666
JEFFGRAYLAW@YAHOO.COM

GRIMES, REBECCA
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MADISON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MADISON
100 HUGHES ROAD
MADISON, AL 35758
256-772-5681
BECKY.GRIMES@MADISONAL.GOV
GUNTER, GUY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: OPELIKA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
204 7TH STREET
OPELIKA, AL 36801
334-705-2074
GGUNTER@OPELIKA-AL.GOV

HADEN, ED
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HELENA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1901 6TH AVENUE N, STE 1500
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-226-8795
EHADEN@BALCH.COM

HARE, NICHOLAS
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONROEVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 833
MONROEVILLE, AL 36461
251-575-4546
HARE_Hareatty@frontiernet.net

HARRED, JAMES K
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7134
JAMES.HARRED@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

HARRIS, P J
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DOUGLAS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 45
DOUGLAS, AL 35964
256-593-9531
PJ@BEARDANDBEARD.COM
HATCHER, JEFFERY
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SAMSON, HARTFORD, COFFEE SPRINGS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: SAMSON, HARTFORD
P O BOX 189
GENEVA, AL 36340
334-684-8524
JDHLAW2002@GMAIL.COM

HAYS, MITCHELL
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MUSCLE SHOALS
P O BOX 386
TUSCUMBIA, AL 35674
256-383-9444
HAYSLAW@AOL.COM

HENDRIX, JULIAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CENTER POINT
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 856
FAIRFIELD, AL 35064
205-746-7206
JNHX@BELLSOUTH.NET

HERRING, JR, JOE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DOTHAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 2128
DOTHAN, AL 36302
334-615-3130
JEHERRING@DOTHAN.ORG

HESTER, TERESA
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HUEYTOWN
1351 HUEYTOWN ROAD
HUEYTOWN, AL 35023
205-497-8701
THESTER04@HOTMAIL.COM
HICKS, BRAD
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MAGNOLIA SPRINGS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 890
MAGNOLIA SPRINGS, AL 36555
251-965-9888
BHICKS@STONECROSBY.COM

HILL, III, JAMES E
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOODY, SPRINGVILLE, ASHVILLE, RAGLAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2603 MOODY PARKWAY,
SUITE 200
MOODY, AL 35004
205-640-2000
JHILL@HHGLAWGROUP.COM

HINES, EDWARD
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BREWTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 387
BREWTON, AL 36427
251-867-6063
TGH@TGHLAW.COM

HOBBS, CHAD
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-7900
JOEL.HOLLEY@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV
HOLMES, SCOTT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2291 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
SHOLMES@TUSCALOOSA.COM

HUGHES, MICHAEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GENEVA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
100 S LIVE OAK STREET
GENEVA, AL 36340
334-684-9650
MIKE23409@YAHOO.COM

HUGHSTON, III, HAROLD
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCUMBIA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: TUSCUMBIA
304 NORTH WATER STREET
TUSCUMBIA, AL 35674
256-383-3326
HAL@HUGHSTONLAW.COM

HUNT, SCOTT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HAMILTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
156 BEXAR AVE WEST
HAMILTON, AL 35570
205-921-2466
SCOTTHUNTLAW@GMAIL.COM

IRBY, JAMES
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: KILLEN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
120 E TENNESSEE STREET
FLORENCE, AL 35630
256-766-7778
JAMES@JAMESIRBY.COM
JACKSON, JASON M
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: NEW SITE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 819
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35011
256-234-2547
JASON@RADNEYLAW.COM

JAUDON, KERRIAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ST FLORIAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
124 W TOMBIGBEE STREET
FLORENCE, AL 35630
256-712-5278
BERRYHILL@WANDBLAW.COM

JOHNSON, JOHN K
ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Municipality Represented as Attorney: COOSA COUNTY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 434
ROCKFORD, AL 35136
256-377-4784
JKJ@JKJOHNSONPC.COM

JONES, JOHN BEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: VALLEY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 386
LANETT, AL 36863
334-644-1011
JBIII@KNOLOGY.NET

JONES, PAMELA T
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 N 20TH STREET,
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
PAMELA.JONES@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
JONES, BRITTNEY
ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1111
MONTGOMERY, AL 36101
334-625-4636
BRJONES@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV

KEARNS, BEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CITRONELLE, DAPHNE, BAYOU LA BATRE, MT VERNON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
BEN.KEARNS@ARLAW.COM

KELLY, KEVAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DOTHAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 2128
DOTHAN, AL 36302
334-615-3130
DKKELLY@DOTHAN.ORG

KENDRICK, MIKE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HOMewood
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2850 19TH STREET SOUTH
HOMewood, AL 35209
205-327-8323
KENDRICK@WSKLLP.COM

KENNAMER, STEPHEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SCOTTSBORO
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 5
SCOTTSBORO, AL 35768
256-259-5809
SKENNATTY@SCOTTSBORO.ORG
KERN, CHRISTOPHER
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7718
CHRIS.KERN@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

KESSLER, FLORENCE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7883
FKESSLER@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

KILGORE, BRIAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MADISON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
100 HUGHES ROAD
MADISON, AL 35758
256-772-5706
BRIAN.KILGORE@MADISONAL.GOV

KING, NICOLE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH ST
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
NICOLE.KING@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

KING, KIM
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
KKING@TUSCALOOSA.COM
KNOWLES, JASON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BOAZ
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
413 BROAD STREET 
GADSDEN, AL 35901 
256-547-7200 
TAMI@KKSLAWGROUP.COM

KNOWLES, CHRISTIE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BOAZ
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
413 BROAD STREET 
GADSDEN, AL 35901 
256-547-7200 
TAMI@KKSLAWGROUP.COM

LAWRENCE, DALE
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: FAYETTE, BELK
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: FAYETTE
P O BOX 309 
FAYETTE, AL 35555 
205-932-3255 
DALE.HMLL@CENTURYTEL.NET

LAWSON, YOLANDA
SENIOR ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: 
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203 
205-254-2369 
YOLANDA.LAWSON@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

LEDUKE, MATTHEW
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GUIN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: GUIN
P O BOX 576 
HAMILTON, AL 35570 
205-921-5296 
MATT@LOWEMOBLEYLOWE.COM
LEE, KELLY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MILLBROOK
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
164 W 5TH STREET
PRATTVILLE, AL 36067
334-358-0685
KELLYLEE@KELLYLEELAW.COM

LEE, CHAD
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: WEDOWEE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 966
WEDOWEE, AL 36278
256-357-4800
CHADLEELAWYER@YAHOO.COM

LEWIS, SCOTT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BAY MINETTE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
301 D'OLIVE STREET
BAY MINETTE, AL 36507
251-580-1619
SLEWIS@STONECROSBY.COM

LIVINGSTON, JR, EDWIN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SYLACAUGA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
26 N NORTON AVE
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
256-245-6313
ELIVINGSTONJR@LIVINGSTONLAWOFFICE.COM

LOGAN, JAMIE PARRIS
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ORANGE BEACH
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 458
ORANGE BEACH, AL 36561
251-923-5815
JLOGAN@ORANGEBEACHAL.GOV
LONG, MELISSA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
MELISSA.LONG2@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

LOVE, JAMES
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET, SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JAMES.LOVE@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

LYNN, KAREN A
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: GURLEY, PRICEVILLE
P O BOX 2087
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-533-1100
KAL@LANIERFORD.COM

MADISON, LARRY W
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HARTSELLE, FALKVILLE, TRINITY, EVA
FALKVILLE
P O BOX 487
HARTSELLE, AL 35640
256-773-0241
LWMLAWPC@BELLSOUTH.NET

MANISCALCO, ADAM
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: OXFORD
506 MAIN STREET
OXFORD, AL 36203
256-770-7232
ADAM@BXMLAW.COM
MANN, AARON
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MONTGOMERY
P O BOX 1111
MONTGOMERY, AL 36101
334-625-2050
AMANN@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV

MARKS, HERMAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DECATUR
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 488
DECATUR, AL 35602
256-341-4510
HHMARKS@DECATUR-AL.GOV

MARSH, DALE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: LEVEL PLAINS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1708 JOE BRUER ROAD
DALEVILLE, AL 36322
334-347-0422
MDM@ENTERPRISELAWYERS.COM

MATHEWS, JR, JAKE B
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HOBSON CITY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: PIEDMONT
1326 LEIGHTON AVE
ANNISTON, AL 36202
256-236-5063
JAKE@ANNISTONOXFORDLAWYERS.COM

MCDONOUGH, NICOLE G
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MOBILE
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-5877
NICOLE.MCDONOUGH@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG
MCDOWELL, DANIEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: RUSSELLVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 818
RUSSELLVILLE, AL 35653
256-332-1660
DANNY@MBANDHLAW.COM

MCINNES, VIRGINIA LYNN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: COWARTS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 2252
DOTHAN, AL 36302
334-702-9429
MCINNESVL@GMAIL.COM

MCINNISH, MICKEY
ATTORNEY (RETIRED)
Municipality Represented as Attorney: RETIRED
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
7607 MOSSY OAK DRIVE
MONTGOMERY, AL 36117
334-467-6184
MMCINNISH@GMAIL.COM

MCKINLEY, EDMON H
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: THOMASVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 847
THOMASVILLE, AL 36784
334-636-4882
EDMONHMCKINLEY@BELLSOUTH.NET

MCLAIN, KAREN
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET N, STE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
KAREN.MCLAIN@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
MILLER, PRESTON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 N 20TH STREET,
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
PRESTON.MILLER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

MILLER, KRISTEN
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
KMILLER@TUSCALOOSA.COM

MINUS, JR, JOSEPH J
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SATSUMA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 2727
MOBILE, AL 36652
251-432-4481
JAY.MINUS@PHELPS.COM

MITCHELL, JEREMY
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ENTERPRISE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ENTERPRISE
100 SOUTH LIVE OAK ST
GENEVA, AL 36340
334-360-611
Jwmatlaw@gmail.com

MONTEIRO, CHERLINA P
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7270
CHERLINA@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG
MORRIS, SHELBY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MULGA, CORDOVA, INDIAN SPRINGS VILLAGE, LAKE VIEW
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1801 5TH AVENUE N
SUITE 400
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-502-0173
SMORRIS@HANDFIRM.COM

MORRO, SCOTT THOMAS
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MORRIS
P O BOX 1644
GARDENALE, AL 35071
205-631-6301
MORROLAWCENTER@BELLSOUTH.NET

MUSGROVE, III, WILLIAM
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: FLORENCE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 98
FLORENCE, AL 35631
256-740-6040
WMUSGROVE@FLORENCEAL.ORG

NEELEY, ROBERT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1111
MONTGOMERY, AL 36101
334-625-2050
RNEELEY@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV

NICHOLAS, RITA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GOOD HOPE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
135 MUNICIPAL DR
CULLMAN, AL 35057
256-739-3757
CLERK@GOODHOPEAL.COM
O’BRIEN, MICHAEL A
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TALLADEGA, LINCOLN, MUNFORD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 277
TALLADEGA, AL 35161
256-362-0081
MAOWTLAW@BELLSOUTH.NET

ODOM, JASON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: WEAVER
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
110 E 15TH STREET
ANNISTON, AL 36201
256-238-6005
JCODOM@ODOMLEGAL.COM

ODOM, ANDREW
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: PRATTVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
707 MCQUEEN SMITH RD SOUTH
PRATTVILLE, AL 36066
334-365-6266
ANDREW@CLEVELANDRIDDLE.COM

PADEN, SHAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BESSEMER
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1826 3RD AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 200
BESSEMER, AL 35020
205-432-0274
SPADEN@PADENLAWYERS.COM

PADGETT, GLEN
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: THOMASVILLE
208 WEST FRONT ST N
THOMASVILLE, AL 36784
334-636-9704
JGLENPADGETT@GMAIL.COM
PARKER, ALTON  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
710 N 20TH ST  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203  
205-328-4100  
APARKER@SPAIN-GILLON.COM

PARSONS, ELIZABETH  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: RIVERSIDE  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
1711 COGSWELL AVE  
PELL CITY, AL 35135  
205-884-3440  
ESP@BLAIRPARSONS.COM

PATTERSON, CLEVELAND  
PROSECUTOR  
Municipality Represented as Attorney:  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MOBILE  
P O BOX 1827  
MOBILE, AL 36633  
251-208-7348  
cleveland.patterson@cityofmobile.org

PEARSON, MARTIN R  
ATTORNEY  
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BUTLER, MILLRY  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:  
P O DRAWER 1389  
CHATOM, AL 36518  
251-847-2237  
MRP@TOKH.COM

PIERRE, MEDE  
PROSECUTOR  
Municipality Represented as Attorney:  
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM  
710 N 20TH STREET,  
SUITE 600  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203  
205-254-2369  
PIERRE.MEDE@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
PIPKIN, JOSH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: NEW BROCKTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
212 E LEE STREET
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330
334-348-1562
JOSH.PIPKIN@CENTURYTEL.NET

PITTS, BRUCE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
BRUCE.PITTS@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

POWELL, LEE
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
LEE.POWELL@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

PRIEST, RUTH
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DECatur
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 488
DECatur, AL 35602
256-341-4514
RPRIEST@DECATUR-AL.GOV

REED, NANNIE
SENIOR ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-369
NANNIE.REED@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
REGISTER, PRESTON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: COTTONWOD, KINSEY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: COTTONWOOD
360 N OATES ST
DOTHAN, AL 36303
334-793-3610
PRES@HDRLEGAL.COM

RHEA, RICHARD
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: RIDGEVILLE, STEELE, SOUTHSIDE, ATTALLA, JACKSONVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: STEELE, SOUTHSIDE, ATTALLA, JACKSONVILLE
930 FORREST AVE
GADSDEN, AL 35901
256-547-6801
RARHEA@RHEALAW.COM

RICHerson, BRANTLEY T
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DAPHNE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: DAPHNE
P O BOX 1138
FAIRHOPE, AL 36533
251-928-9900
BRANT@KBLAWLLC.COM

RILEY, TREY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HUNTSVILLE
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
MARION.RILEY@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV

RIZZARDI, JEANNE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HUNTSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HUNTSVILLE
P O BOX 308
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-427-5026
JEANNE.RIZZARDI@HUNTSVILLEAL.GOV
ROBERTS, TRACY
PRINCIPAL ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
TRACY.ROBERTS@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

ROBERTS, JR, JACK LEE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GADSDEN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 267
GADSDEN, AL 35901
256-549-4553
LROBERTS@CITYOFGADSDEN.COM

ROBERTSON, RUSSELL B
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: JASPER, NAUVOO
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 498
JASPER, AL 35502
205-221-5601
RBR@LRALAWYERS.COM

RODGERS, KAREN S
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTGOMERY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MONTGOMERY
P O BOX 1111
MONTGOMERY, AL 36101
334-625-2050
KRODGERS@MONTGOMERYAL.GOV

ROSS, JAY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DAPHNE, CITRONELLE, BAYOU LA BATRE, MT VERNON, MCINTOSH
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
JAY.ROSS@ARLAW.COM
RUMSEY, REAGAN
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CHILDERSBURG
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O DRAWER 1325
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
256-245-1930
REAGANRUMSEY@BELLSOUTH.NET

RUTENS, ANDREW J
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SARALAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 16629
MOBILE, AL 36616
251-476-4493
ARUTENS@GALLOWAYLLP.COM

RUTLAND, MICHAEL A
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: EUFAULA
P O BOX 219
EUFAULA, AL 36072
334-687-9899
RUTLANDANDJANKIEWICZ@YAHOO.COM

SANDERSON, WILLIAM W
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: PRICEVILLE, GURLEY, NEW HOPE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2101 Clinton Ave. W
SUITE 102
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35804
256-535-1100
wws@lanierford.com

SAPP, MARK
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ONEONTA
202 3RD AVE EAST
ONEONTA, AL 35121
205-446-0566
MARKSAPP@OTELCO.NET
SATTERFIELD, LUKE
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CULLMAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
1406 ANGIE DRIVE, NW
CULLMAN, AL 35055
256-775-7105
LSATTERFIELD@CULLMANAL.GOV

SCOTT, NIKKI
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: RAINSVILLE, GERALDINE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HENAGAR, POWELL
411 ALABAMA AVENUE, SW
FORT PAYNE, AL 35967
256-845-7000
NIKKI@NSCOTTLAW.COM

SCRUGGS, BEVERLY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH ST. STE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-2369
BEVERLY.SCRUGGS@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

SHEFFIELD, KEITH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 N 20TH STREET, STE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
KEITH.SHEFFIELD@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

SHIRLEY, KYLE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: PRATTVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
101 W MAIN ST
PRATTVILLE, AL 36067
334-595-0103
KYLE@MCDOWELLFAULK.COM
SHOOTS, VICTORIA
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DAPHNE, BAYOU LA BATRE, CITRONELLE, MT VERNON, MCINTOSH
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-433-3234
VICTORIA.SHOOTS@ARLAW.COM

SIMECHAK, MATTHEW
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: DALEVILLE
P O BOX 188
DALEVILLE, AL 36322
334-774-1124
MSIMECHAK@GMAIL.COM

SIMMONS, BRANDON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GREENVILLE, GEORGIANA, MCKENZIE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
4774 FORT DALE ROAD
GREENVILLE, AL 36037
334-351-9663
TBSIMMONSLAW@GMAIL.COM

SIMON, ROZALIND
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
ROZALIND.SIMON@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

SMITH, JOHN G
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TALLASSEE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
105 TALLAPOOSA STREET, STE 200
MONTGOMERY, AL 36104
334-269-3150
JGSMITH@BALCH.COM
SMITH, TED
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
TED.SMITH@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

SMITH, JOEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: EUFAULA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
109 N RANDOLPH AVENUE
EUFAULA, AL 36027
334-687-5834
JOEL@JSMITHFIRM.COM

SMITH, ALEXANDER
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ONEONTA, HIGHLAND LAKE, CLEVELAND,
COUNTY LINE, CHEROKEE RIDGE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
204 THIRD STREET N
ONEONTA, AL 35121
205-625-5505
ALEXMSMITH@OTELCO.NET

SMITHART, ELIZABETH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MIDWAY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 663
UNION SPRINGS, AL 36089
334-738-8683
ELIZABETH@SMITHARTLAW.COM
STANLEY, JAMES
PRINCIPAL ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JAMES.STANLEY@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

STAPP, SCOTT
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DEMOPOLIS
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: DEMOPOLIS
P O BOX 590
DEMOPOLIS, AL 36732
334-289-1384
KSS@MANLEYTRAEGHER.COM

STEAGALL, III, HENRY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DALEVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: DALEVILLE
P O BOX 188
DALEVILLE, AL 36322
334-774-2501
LAWOFFICE1@TROYCABLE.NET

STREETMAN, JEREMY
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: HAMILTON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: HAMILTON
P O BOX 1111
HAMILTON, AL 35570
205-921-4470
JEREMY@JSTREETMAN.COM

STUCK, JAY
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BROOKWOOD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BROOKWOOD
2918 7TH STREET
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-345-9834
JAY@LAW-BJS.COM
SULLIVAN, DAVID
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MIDFIELD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
208 23RD STREET N
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-322-0600
DASNICOLE@BELLSOUTH.NET

SULLIVAN, KAYLA
SENIOR ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
KAYLA.SULLIVAN@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

SUSMAN, JENNIFER L
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: MOBILE
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7214
JENNIFER.SUSMAN@CITYOFMOBILE.ORG

TATE, PAT
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MENTONE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 680
FORT PAYNE, AL 35968
256-845-1047
PHTATE@FARMERSTEL.COM

TATE, PATRICK
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney:
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: COLLINSVILLE
P O BOX 680593
FORT PAYNE, AL 35968
256-845-1047
PLTATELAW@GMAIL.COM
TEELE, DESTINI SOLOMON
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
DESTINISOLOMON@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

THOMAS, STEVEN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CARBON HILL
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ADDISON
P O BOX 1951
JASPER, AL 35502
205-221-3100
STEVENINNWAL@GMAIL.COM

THOMPSON, KALISSA
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: BIRMINGHAM
710 N 20TH STREET,
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
KALISSABISHOP@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

TINNEY, CLAY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: ROANOKE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: ROANOKE
PO BOX 1430
ROANOKE, AL 36274
334-863-8945
CLAYTINNEYATTORNEY@GMAIL.COM
TRAYLOR-WRIGHT, MALERA
Principal Attorney
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH ST
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
MALERA.WRIGHT@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV

TUAMOKUMO, OTOMINI
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
OTUAMOKUMO@TUSCALOOSA.COM

TUCKER, JOSEPH M
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: LAFAYETTE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 90
LAFAYETTE, AL 36862
334-864-0090
JMTUCKERLAW@AOL.COM

TURNBACH, JAMES
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GLENCOE, RAINBOW CITY
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 129
GADSDEN, AL 35902
256-543-3664
JTURNBACH@TWLEGAL.US

TURNER, JAY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: BIRMINGHAM
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
710 NORTH 20TH STREET
SUITE 600
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
205-254-2369
JAY.TURNER@BIRMINGHAMAL.GOV
WALKER, LEVY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MONTEVALLO
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
108 WINTERHAVEN COVE
ALABASTER, AL 35007
205-915-5389
ATTYLWALKER@GMAIL.COM

WARNES, DAN
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: GUNTERSVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: GUNTERSVILLE
P O BOX 906
GUNTERSVILLE, AL 35976
256-582-6914
WARNESDAN@GMAIL.COM

WARREN, KEITH
ATTORNEY/PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: LINEVILLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: LINEVILLE
P O BOX 566
ASHLAND, AL 36251
256-354-5711
LAWOFFICE007@CENTURYTEL.NET

WATSON, JOEL
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOODY, SPRINGVILLE, ASHVILLE, RAGLAND
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2603 MOODY PARKWAY
SUITE 200
MOODY, AL 35004
205-640-2000
JOELWATSON@HHGLAWGROUP.COM

WEBB, GLENDA
ADMINISTRATOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: NORTHPORT
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
3500 MCFARLAND BLVD
NORTHPORT, AL 35476
205-339-7000
GWEBB@CITYOFNORTHPORT.ORG
WEST, MATTHEW T
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SYLACAUGA
P O BOX 2212
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
256-346-1560
MWEST@MATTWESTLAW.COM

WHITE, LENTON
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: DOTHAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 2128
DOTHAN, AL 36302
334-615-3130
LWHITE@DOThan.ORG

WILLIAMS, CHRISTOPHER
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: FAIRHOPE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
71 NORTH SECTION STREET
SUITE B
FAIRHOPE, AL 36532
251-694-6233
CWILLIAMS@HANDFIRM.COM

WILLIAMS, MARK
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: PIKE ROAD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
453 SOUTH HULL ST
MONTGOMERY, AL 36104
334-269-5117
MARKMWILLIAMS@CHARTER.NET

WILLIAMS, JR, ROY
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CULLMAN
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 278
CULLMAN, AL 35056
256-775-7109
RWILLIAMS@JACKSONWILLIAMS.ORG
WILLIAMS-MAYNARD, SUNTREASE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: CITRONELLE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1348
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-866-7973
SUNTREASE.MAYNARD@ARLAW.COM

WILLINGHAM, ZANE
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: EUTAW
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor: LIVINGSTON
P O BOX 528
EUTAW, AL 35462
205-372-9333
ZLW@EUTAWLAW.COM

WILSON, MARK
PROSECUTOR
Municipality Represented as Attorney: EUTAW
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
541 MAIN STREET
MONTEVALLO, AL 35115
205-665-2555
MARKWILSON2@HOTMAIL.COM

WOODS, RICARDO
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MOBILE
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 1827
MOBILE, AL 36633
251-208-7416
RWOODS@BURR.COM

WOODSON, JAMES
DEPUTY ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: TUSCALOOSA
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
2201 UNIVERSITY BLVD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
205-248-5140
JWOODSON@TUSCALOOSA.COM
WORSHAM, KEITH
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: SHEFFIELD
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
P O BOX 148
TUSCUMBIA, AL 35674
256-383-4448
RKW11111@YAHOO.COM

ZINGARELLI, MEGAN
ATTORNEY
Municipality Represented as Attorney: MADISON
Municipality Represented as Prosecutor:
100 HUGHES ROAD
MADISON, AL 35758
256-772-5681
MEGAN.ZINGARELLI@MADISONAL.GOV